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Garden Condo III Elects New Board Members
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Phone #’s on website:

Landscaping Projects and Progress
Granite:

Bushes:

Links for Additional
GCIII Community
Information:

Trees:

 Condo Association Website for news, Rules and
Policies, CC&R’s. Click
here.
 Cornerstone Representative, Zack Bartels
contact numbers:
Phone-602-433-0331
Email—
zach@cpihoa.com
 Condo Association Board
Members contact information, Click here.
 Links to other interesting
Phoenix / Mesa area
activities. Click here.
 Past editions of the
Garden Condo III
e-News. Click here.
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E-Voting a Success! What Electronic Voting Lessons We Learned
Voting electronically is truly

the process and participate.

unit. Since our CC&R’s state

other person of the house-
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Who’s New?
Our neighborhood is constantly changing as some of
our neighbors move back to

conveniences we enjoy.
When you notice new
neighbors moving in, stop for

be close to family, or find

a minute and say welcome!
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Speed Limits are in place on
Keats Ave. and Kiva Ave:

25mph
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Flags in the Community
American Flags in the
Garden Condo III Community are permitted and
encouraged to fly from
the front post of each
unit. We are proud to fly
our flag and are encour-

aged by how many other
units do so as well.
Check the CC&R’s for
more specifics about
what flags may be displayed.

Neighborhood Watch—More than Just Security
The SVE concept of a
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be the guardian angel
someone needs at that
critical time.
Connect with your
neighbors!

Fighting Hunger,
One Bowl at a Time
The SVE Annual Charity
Event, “Empty Bowls” was
held recently, benefiting the
pas de Christo Community
Center. Thank you!

